SUBJECT: MECHANICAL DECK GETS LOCKED

DATE: JANUARY 1999  MODEL (S): MDX-61

SYMPTOM: Pushing the Reset Button during disc changing may cause the mechanical deck to get locked.

SOLUTION:

Apply the following changes on the Main Board.

- Replace IC600 CXP84340-043 with CXP84648-005 (8-752-882-95)
- Remove R616.
- Add R635 0 ΩMetal Chip (1-216-295-11).
- Remove R636.
- Add D603 MA728 (8-719-421-27).

Apply the following changes on the Power Board.

- Remove C909.
- Add C912 2.2μF 10V Tantalum (1-135-149-21).
  Two versions of Power Board exist, one with and one without solder lands for C912.
  Mount C912 at the mounting location of C909 if no separate solder lands are available.

Applicable Serial Numbers: 1 to 10160
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